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Abstract
This paper covers factors that make production software releases
successful – design complete, requirements complete, testing complete,
customer expectations set, etc., and how a production software release process
may not be fitting for an interim software release due to the state of the program
during an interim release – one or all of the production release success factors
possibly being incomplete, open system problem reports, interactions with other
systems – hardware, communications and software interfaces, schedule
interactions, resource constraints, etc. A discussion will follow on the need for an
integrated process methodology that factors the incomplete nature of a program
during an interim software release into the release decision methodology. The
goals for the integrated process methodology will be discussed along with the
next steps in developing the integrated process methodology for interim software
releases.
Introduction
Today’s complex systems are becoming more and more integrated, as
evidence by the growing field of Systems of Systems (SoS). Consequently,
software is being integrated with other processors within its own system and
across interfaces within the total system itself, increasing the complexity and
integration required for software releases.
SoS Adds Complexity
SoS, as the name implies, is a system comprised of other systems.
Creating a system composed of other systems adds additional complexity and
integration challenges. For instance, cars today may have 50 microprocessors
controlling everything from the engine to the air bag [1]. Every microprocessor
runs its own software and probably interfaces with additional microprocessors,
driving additional complexity and integration pains. The Drive By Wire [2]
technology for future cars, will only increase the complexity and integration
challenges. In the past cars could be serviced by mechanically inclined
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individuals who did not mind getting their hands dirty. Today, one practically
needs a degree in software engineering to service cars.
Aircraft have always been complex, integrated systems, but today, as
more systems integrate with each other, the aircraft is becoming more complex
and tightly integrated. Not long ago, the flight control software (commands
surfaces to keep the aircraft flying) could be released with minimal to no
integration testing with avionic software (controls the mission). Today the flight
control and avionic software are tightly integrated providing advanced functions.
This integration demands that even the smallest of software changes drives
system and integrated testing to insure the software changes did not
detrimentally affect the aircraft in some unforeseen manner.
The complexity and integration requirements of a SoS affects the system’s
software and its safety implications. As Leveson [3] points out:
Today we are building systems – and using computers to control them –
that have the potential for large-scale destruction of life and the
environment: Even a single accident may be disastrous.
Today’s added complexity, additional requirements, and criticality of
software, means the decision of when to release software is becoming as
complex as the software itself. This paper will explore a software release
methodology that considers the complexity, integrational aspects, and criticality
of today’s software.
Software Complexity
Software is complex and becoming more complex daily. As an example,
take the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program. In March of 2006 in a report from the
General Accounting Office (GAO) to Congressional Committees, it was reported
that the JSF program would develop 19 million lines of code [4]. In March 2007,
the GAO reported the program would develop 22 million lines of code [5]. In one
year the estimate increased by 3 million lines of code or 16%. Just think of the
complexity added in those previously unaccounted for 3 million lines of code.
The JSF software was to be delivered in 5 different blocks, but the number of
actual software releases was not given. It can be assumed that the software
releases will number more than the delivery blocks.
Looking at the number of lines of code can give an idea of software
complexity, the more lines of code, the more complex the software. Looking at
Microsoft’s LOC count shows an interesting trend [6]:
Real systems show no signs of becoming less complex. In fact, they are
becoming more complex faster and faster. Microsoft Windows is a poster
child for this trend to complexity. Windows 3.1, released in 1992, had 3
million lines of code; Windows 95 has 15 million and Windows 98 has 18
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million. The original Windows NT (also 1992) had 4 million lines of code;
NT 4.0 (1996) has 16.5 million. In 1998, Windows NT 5.0 was estimated to
have 20 million lines of code; by the time it was renamed Windows 2000
(in 1999) it had between 35 million and 60 million lines of code, depending
on who you believe.

Windows Vista, Microsoft’s latest operating system, reportedly contains
50 million lines of code [7]. The number of software releases for a product
with 50 million lines of code has to be large. Imagine performing only one
software release for a product with 50 million lines of code.
Software Releases
Given today’s integrated environment, releasing production software is an
accomplishment in itself. With a production release, the design is complete,
testing is complete, requirements are verified, outstanding problems are
mitigated, contractual obligations have been met, the schedule no longer is a
plan, it is the actuals for the program, and significant management oversight –
sometimes known as help – is provided, making the path for a production release
familiar and the process well known. Accompanying a production release is a
sense of accomplishment for a job well done and possibly the end of the program.
With all that said, defining production release, as used in this paper, is
required. A literature search will discover many terms and definitions related to
software releases [8, 9, 10, 11]. For the purpose of this paper, production
software release will be defined as a release to the end customer that is
validated and verified to meet all the requirements. Along the same lines, an
interim software release is a release that is not fully verified or validated to all the
requirements. Customer, as used here, is defined as a user of the software. A
customer could be internal or external to the company. An end customer is the
customer that receives the software after all verification and validation activities
are complete.
In today’s integrated, SoS environment, it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to proceed through a production software program of any size with
only a production software release. The complexity and integrated nature of SoS
almost requires interim releases before the production release.
If the path to production release is well known and familiar, does it
necessarily follow that the production software release path/process is adequate
for interim software releases? Production software releases benefit from the
completeness of the design, testing, requirements and problem mitigations,
interim releases usually do not have those luxuries. An interim release usually
contains partial functionality and may even occur before the design is complete
and may be used to complete requirement verification meaning requirements
may not be verified. Because design may be on-going, testing may not be
complete, requirements may still require verification, and outstanding high
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severity problems may not be mitigated, a production release process may not
suffice for an interim release. Today’s integrated SoS environment along with
program schedule pressures add to the complexities of interim release decision
making.
Integrated Process Methodology
An integrated process methodology is being developed for assisting in the
decision making regarding when to release interim software. The integrated
process methodology will consider the incomplete state of the program that
exists for an interim release and additional factors that could affect a release
such as interfaces, problem reports, resources, requirements, software criticality,
and schedules. The integrated process methodology will assist system
development programs in determining the optimal time to produce an interim
software release that supports its intended purpose, given multiple release paths
and multiple integrated software products, while considering the factors
mentioned above.
The proposed integrated process methodology is not meant to replace
software planning, but aid in the software release decision process. The
software plan would be used as an input to the integrated process methodology
decision matrix to assist in determining the optimal release path for a specific
interim software release. Nor is the process methodology meant to solve the
question of when to release the software, but to allow the decision makers to
make better decisions regarding when to release software. The methodology’s
benefits will be especially useful as the decision of when to release software
becomes more difficult. Keeney’s [9] take on difficult decisions and analysis:
More Difficult decision problems are naturally more difficult to analyze.
This is true regardless of the degree to which formal analysis (i.e., use of
models as a decision aid) or intuitive appraisal (i.e., in one’s head) is used.
However, as complexity increases, the efficacy of the intuitive appraisal
decreases more rapidly than formal analysis.
Software release decisions are difficult by themselves, but when combined
with the problems SoS introduces, there may be too much information required to
properly process the decision. The decision maker may then use simplified
mental strategies, without using decision analysis methods [10]. The integrated
process methodology would be used to analyzed the information provided and
aide in the decision making process, with the goal of replacing non-productive
decision methodologies currently in use, like BOGSAT (Bunch Of Guys Sitting
Around Table). Ideally, the integrated process methodology will provide an
analytical methodology to aid in the software release decision process with the
hopes of replacing multiple smaller software releases with fewer, more integrated
releases.
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The goal of the process methodology is to reduce software releases.
That’s a good thing, right? If it is just software, can’t it be released anytime?
While it is true that software can be released anytime, cost and schedule
normally constrain the number of software releases for a particular program.
Normally, releasing software incurs both a schedule and monetary cost. It takes
a finite amount of time to make, build, release, document, and minimally test the
release. During the release, the resources used (people, computers, labs, etc.)
are not available to perform other tasks (incurring schedule costs) and must be
paid for their time (incurring monetary cost). Consequently, the fewer software
releases needed, the less the cost to the program.
Future work includes defining a generic interim software release process,
developing the integrated process methodology, verifying the process’ decision
matrix, verifying the integrated process methodology, and optimizing the process
methodology.
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